76th Annual Group Psychotherapy & Psychodrama Conference

Crowne Plaza North Dallas
Near Galleria-Addison Texas
April 19-22, 2018

— CONGRATULATIONS 2018 AWARD WINNERS —

J. L. MORENO AWARD
Rebecca Walters, LCAT, LMHC, TEP

ZERKA T. MORENO AWARD
Sérgio Guimaraes, PhD

HANNAH B. WEINER AWARD
Janell Adair, LPC, TEP

DIVERSITY AWARD
Nisha Sajnani, PhD, RDT-BCT

INNOVATOR’S AWARD
Adam Chi-Chu Chou, PhD, TEP

PRESIDENT’S AWARD
Adam Blatner, MD, TEP

COLLABORATOR’S AWARD
Jacob Gershoni, LCSW, CGP, TEP
Nan Nally-Seif, LCSW, TEP

FELLOWS
Norma Kay Lord, LCSW, LMFT, TEP • Glenn Samnis, DMin, LPC, TEP
Craig Caines, LICSW, MAC, TEP • Marlo Archer, PhD, TEP

PHOTOS BY: Mario Archer, Canel Bingöl, Rhona Case, Karen Carnabucci, Diana Jones, Nancy Kirsner, Judy Ko, Sandy Seeger, Daniela Simmons, Julie Wells and other attendees
— PRESIDENT’S RECEPTION / OPENING WELCOME —

Executive Council with President, Linda Condon, opening welcome.

Daniela Simmons, Mark Wentworth, Dave Moran and Adam Blatner

Katrena Hart, MaryAnn Bodnar ??, Anath Garber, Daniela Simmons and Dena Baumgartner

Sean O’Connell ??, RJ, S. Rafe Foreman and Chi-Sing Li

Donna Little Karen Druker and Steve Durost

??, ??, Kate Hudgins, RJ and Yu Cheng Chang

??, ??, John Rasberry, Kirsten Friedman, Linda Condon and Louise Lipman

— DIVERSITY FORUM —

Nisha Sajnani, PhD, RDT-BCT
— OPENING PLENARY —
S. Rafe Foreman, JD
Communication Energy in Action: Expanding Connections

— AN HOUR WITH ZERKA —
Sérgio Guimaraes, PhD
Globe-Trotting with Zerka: A Virtual Travel “To Rekindle the Light”
COMMUNITY SOCIOMETRIC SELECTION

Friday morning workshop leaders with Nancy Kirsner and the Sociometric Selection Team facilitating.

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING AND LIVE AUCTION

President, Linda Condon, with President-elect, Nancy Kirsner.

Scott Giacomucci, Anath Garber, Ronald Collier, Kim Cox, Rhona Case and Marianne Shapiro.

Vice President, Erica Michaels Hollander, and Linda Condon.

Live Auctioneer, S. Rafe Foreman.

SUNRISE ACTIVITIES

HISTORY KEEPERS

& NEW MEMBERS/FIRST TIME ATTENDEES GATHERING
Y — RED CARPET SOCIOMETRIC STARS AWARDS CEREMONY —

ON THE RED CARPET

AWARDS CEREMONY — WINNERS

Fellows: Marlo Archer, Craig Caines, Norma Kay Lord, and Glenn Sammis with MCs, Dave Moran & Sue McMunn

Nan Nally-Seif

Nisha Sajnani

Sérgio Guimaraes

Adam Blatner

Rebecca Walters

Adam Chi-Chu Chou

Janell Adair

— KEYNOTE ADDRESS —

Harville Hendrix, PhD & Helen Lakelly Hunt, PhD

From Conflict to Connection for All Humanity
THE INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGE OF DANCE —
AND KARAOKE/DANCE PARTY

100th ANNIVERSARY OF DR. MORENO’S DAIMON —
René F. Marineau, PhD
—— AUCTIONS / BASKETCASES / RAFFLE ——

Most sought after basket donated by Carolyn Bramlett, an exhibitor from doTerra.
2018 ASGPP Conference Co-chairs:
Daniela Simmons, Katrena Hart and Stacie Smith
Thanks to all who helped put together a successful conference

Sponsors

**Satten Level ($3,000)**
- Psychodrama & Creative Arts Therapy Institute, NYC, Louise Lipman — Lipmanyc1@aol.com

**Carl Hollander Level ($1,500)**
- Ce-Classes.com — www.Ce-classes.com
- Hudson Valley Psychodrama Institute, Judy Swallow & Rebecca Walters — www.hvpi.net
- South Florida Center for Psychodrama, Action Training and Groupworks, Nancy Kirsner — www.dmancyfla.com
- Therapeutic Spiral International, Kate Hudgins — www.drkatehudgins.com

**Scholar Level ($900)**
- Bridging Harts Institute & Psychotherapy, Katrena Hart — www.BridgingHarts.com

**Scholarship Donors (up to $500)**
- Walter Baile, Craig Gaines, Elaine Camerota
- Adam Chi-Chu Chou, Linda Ciutola, Juliana Fort
- Kirsten Friedman, Meg Givnish-Brezina
- Michael Gross, Sue McMunn, Herb (PhunTsok) Propper, Regina Sewell, Rick Tivers

**Executive Council Officers**

**PRESIDENT:**
Linda Condon, LMHC, TEP

**VICE PRESIDENT:**
Erica Michaels Hollander, PhD, JD, TEP

**SECRETARY:**
Stacie L. Smith, MA, LPC

**TREASURER:**
Rhona Case, MEd, TEP

**Executive Council Members**

MaryAnn Bodnar, MA, LMHC, CSAT, TEP
Kim Cox, MA, NPO
Steven Durost, PhD, LC&MHC, REAT
Anath Garber, MA, TEP
Chi-Sing Li, PhD, LPC-S, LMFT
María Mélamo, LICSW
Susan Mullins Overman, LMHC, TEP
Mary Anna Palmer, LICSW, LMFT, TEP
Sandra (Sandy) Seeger, MA, LMHC, TEP
Marinane Shapiro, LMHC, TEP
Daniela Simmons, PhD, TEP

**Conference Steering Committee**

Tzivia Stein (Processing)
Kim Cox (Program & Auction)
Katrena Hart (Hospitality, Exhibitors & Co-Chair)
Lori Martin & Tori Reynolds (Entertainment)
Darlene Vanchura (Session Assistants)
Daniela Simmons (Sponsors & Co-Chair)
Sue McMunn (Awards)
Stacie Smith (Publicity & Co-Chair)

**Exhibitors**

American Board of Examiners
Arizona Psychodrama Institute
ASGPP Journal
ASGPP Research Committee
Boston 2019
Brandy’s BOA
Bridging Harts Institute & Psychotherapy
Carrollton Springs Hospital
Ce-Classes
Chopra Addiction and Wellness Center
doTerra
Earth Wisdom Music and Clothing
Expressive Therapies Institute
Healing Springs Ranch
JTM Medical
Mobile Forensic Psychiatric Consultations
National Coalition of Creative Arts Therapies
Associations (NCCATA)
North American Drama Therapy Association (NADTA)
Onsite Workshops
Psychodrama & Creative Arts Therapy Institute, NYC
Ross Institute for Trauma - UBH Denton
Therapeutic Spiral International
Vanchura Counseling
Watershed Initiative

**Advertisers**

Bridging Harts Institute & Psychotherapy, Katrena Hart
Ce-Classes.com
Hudson Valley Psychodrama Institute
Judy Swallow & Rebecca Walters
Psychodrama & Creative Arts Therapy Institute, NYC, Louise Lipman
South Florida Center for Psychodrama, Action Training and Groupworks, Nancy Kirsner
Therapeutic Spiral International, Kate Hudgins

Thanks to the performers throughout the conference: Larry Barnett, Mila Belcheva, Bulgarian Folk Group “Luish”, Chris Djinov, Cinema for the Blind group, Lynn Dowdy McCracken, and Craig Murphy.
Thanks to all for supporting the ASGPP

Awards Committee
Sue McMunn, Chair
Colleen Baratka
Louise Lipman
Ron Collier
Judy Swallow
Steven Durost (EC Liaison)

CE Committee
MaryAnn Bodnar, Chair

Chapters
Maria Mellano, Chair
Louise Lipman
Carol Feldman-Bass
Steve Kopp
Scottie Urmey
Steven Beer
Erica Hollander

Conference Committee 2018
Katrena Hart
Daniela Simmons
Stacie Smith
Sandy Seeger (EC Liaison)

Conference Task Force
Kim Cox, Chair
Sandy Seeger
Stacie Smith
Susan Mullins
Rebecca Walters

Evaluation Committee
Chi-Sing Li, Chair
Daniela Simmons

Finance Committee
Debbie Ayers
Rhona Case
Linda Condon
Kim Cox

History Keepers Initiative
Anath Garber, Chair
Lorelei Goldman
Nancy Kirsner
Mary Anna Palmer

International Committee
Dena Baumgartner
Anath Garber
Ed Schreiber
Connie Miller
Adam Blatner, Ex Officio

Journal Committee
Elaine Camerota and Nina Garcia, Co-Editors in Chief

Executive Editors:
Martica Bacallao
Rene Marineau
Rob Pramann
Daniela Simmons
Cecilia Yocum

Consulting Editors:
Veronica Bowlan
Karen Carnabucci
Jackie Fowler
Kate Hudgins
Shelley Korshak Firestone
Valerie Simon
Judy Swallow
Michael Wieser

Membership Committee
Marianne Shapiro, Chair
Maria Mellano
Mary Anna Palmer
Stacie Smith
Debbie Ayers,
Staff Nat’l Office

Nominations Committee
Susan Mullins, Chair
Uneeda Brewer
Karen Carnabucci
Jacqueline Siroka
Marianne Shapiro

PNN Editor
Nancy Kirsner

Professional Standards Committee
Tonya Quellen
Mike Traynor
Estelle Fineberg

Promotion and Expansion Committee
Steven Durost, Chair
Maria Mellano

Publicity Committee
Karen Carnabucci
Patty Phelps
Daniela Simmons

Research Committee
Chi Sing Li, Chair
Hod Orkibi
Rory Remer
Ilene Wolf
Darlene Vanchura
Lori Martin
Daniela Simmons

Website Committee
Kim Cox
Patty Phelps
Regina Sewell
Stacie Smith

Special Thanks To
Katrena Hart, Daniela Simmons, Stacie Smith, Sandy Seeger, Kim Cox and the entire conference committee, Guest Speakers: Nisha Sajnani, Sérgio Guimares, S. Rafe Foreman, Harville Hendrix, Helen LaKelly Hunt, and René Marineau.
Sponsors: Bridging Harts Institute & Psychotherapy, Ce-Classes.com, Hudson Valley Psychodrama Institute, Psychodrama & Creative Arts Therapy Institute NYC, South Florida Center for Psychodrama, Action Training and Groupworks, and Therapeutic Spiral International.